In this paper, based on existing results, decision making about portfolio investment schemes is discussed, ordering method of fuzzy numbers of interval value is shown, corresponding auxiliary models are established and solutions are provided with theories of fuzzy mathematics, optimization theory and numerical calculation, etc. Then it applies software programming to solve the portfolio investment situation between investors in savings and four securities according to the established models. The result shows that investors can choose the risk coefficient that they can bear to reach the maximum value of expected returns. The greater the risk coefficient, the greater the income, the smaller the risk coefficient and the smaller the income. Investors can determine their own portfolio strategy according to their own conditions in order to meet their own interests.
Basic Concept of Fuzzy Sets of Interval Value
Fuzzy mathematics is a science to study and deal with fuzzy phenomenon. To resolve problems of system optimization, process control and the like in nondeterministic environment, it requires firstly mastering the basic theory of fuzzy mathematics. There the basic concept of fuzzy sets, especially the concept of fuzzy number, operation method and basic theorem, is introduced basically. , ,
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As for triangle fuzzy numbers given methods knowing such models. At the same time, application of fuzzy sequencing, fuzzy set operation, sensitivity analysis, duality theory and fuzzy optimization in production practice also become important research contents of fuzzy optimization theory and method [9] .
2) Interval number linear programming
The objective discussed by interval number linear programming problem, as a flexible mathematical programming, is that the value of the target coefficient is a closed interval, or the restraint coefficient and objective function coefficients are 
3) Fuzzy linear programming of interval numbers
During decision-making, evaluation and other applications, because of the lack of understanding in nature of the development, people often use interval numbers to express the decision attributes, so as to reduce the uncertainty of decision-making. Since the theory of fuzzy set was put forward, scholars began to carry out a series of researches in this direction, applying fuzzy set theory to reasoning, signal transmission and fuzzy control, etc. [10] . In practical application, it is often not easy to determine the membership function of a fuzzy set, but it is relatively easy to determine the membership degree of the interval value.
Therefore, it provides a new way for sequencing of fuzzy numbers of interval value, which gets the common model of interval valued fuzzy linear programming problem, and then solves corresponding problems.
Establishment of Interval Value Fuzzy Linear Programming Model for Stock Portfolio Investment
In reality, since the investment environment is quite complex, certain small changes will affect the choice of portfolio. In this case, in order to facilitate in discussing problems, the model assumes that:
1) Investors evaluate the securities by the expected rate of return and the risk loss rate;
2) Securities are indefinite and can be divided;
3) There is no need to pay the transaction costs in the course of transaction; x is the proportion of the total amount of investment in the investment period. n + 1 vector quantity: 
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Step 3: two auxiliary models of (i) and (ii) can be gotten: Step 4: resolve with formula (3.5) and form (3.6) with Lingo software or simplex method, then the best solution of the formula (3.5) and form (3.6) can be gotten. According to the above analysis, we can think that the optimal solution is the optimal solution of formula 3.1.
Analysis of Examples
The petrochemical industry that is one of the pillar industries in our country plays a vital role in the development of the national economy. In recent years, frequent fluctuations are in oil prices, a large number of funds are invested in the petroleum chemical industry, oil prices may be regulated upward within this year, the stock market reaction is fierce; in recent years, the housing price keeps high, and even produces large changes in the price in one day. The real estate market is very active, occupying a certain proportion in the China GDP. Its importance is self-evident. Therefore, it is of great significance to analyze the investment in China's petrochemical and real estate securities markets.
In view of this, this paper selects the following 4 kinds of stocks:
S 1 CNPC (601857):the largest dominated oil and gas producer and distributor in China's oil and gas industry, one of companies the largest sales incomes in China, and one of the largest oil companies in the world, one of the largest state-owned enterprise groups in China. 
Data Preparation
The above 4 securities are selected and the following data are obtained on the basis of the annual financial reports of the companies in 2009. We consider the choice of an investor (an individual or enterprise) in the portfolio of bank savings and the 4 stocks. The data of the expected return rate and the risk loss rate of the 4 stocks are listed as follows ( Table 1, Table 2 ).
As For an investor (an individual or enterprise), if we assume the annual bank interest rate of current period is 0 0.07 r = , the risk coefficient is as follows (Table 3) . 
Numerical Example Solution
Now we consider how to determine the proportion of investment between savings and the 4 stocks, and make the correct portfolio investment, so that the expected return will reach the maximum value [5] [7] when the existing risk loss rate and the risk coefficient are acceptable.
It is known from the analysis of the Chapter 4 that the following mathematical models are established firstly. The optimal value is * 0.0864 R = .
In Summary
To sum up, the resolution is as follows (Table 4) .
For the formula (4.2), when the bank interest rate is 0.07, the securities portfolio investment strategy chosen shall be like this: 83.15% of all capital is saved into the bank, 7.66% of all capital is invested into security of S 1 CNPC, 9.19% is invested into security of S 3 Wanke A, so obtain the maximum expected return 8.07% on the premise of bearing risk coefficient 1 b and 2 b .
In the same way, for the formula (4.3), when the bank interest rate is 0.07, the securities portfolio investment strategy chosen shall be like this: 77.5% of all capital is saved into the bank, 22.5% of all capital is invested into security of S 3 It shows that when the risk coefficient that can be borne by investors' change, the expected return is variable keeps changed on premise of fuzzy expected return rate and risk loss rate. That is to say, investors can choose the risk coefficient that they can bear to reach the maximum value of the expected income.
Of course, such judgment is not blind. We can see that when the interval value of b is large, the combined income is also large, so the portfolio risk is larger. When the interval value of b is small, the combined risk and portfolio risk are relatively small. That is, the greater the risk coefficient, the greater the income, the smaller the risk coefficient and the smaller the income. Investors can determine their own portfolios according to their own conditions in order to meet their own interests [11] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we focus on fuzzy linear programming, interval number linear programming and interval valued fuzzy linear programming based on computational mathematics, such as model analysis, algorithm analysis and numerical calculation. The main contents are as follows: 1) By using the definition and operation rules of fuzzy numbers of interval value, we find out the sequencing problem of fuzzy numbers of interval value, and apply it to the establishment of interval valued fuzzy linear programming model.
2) As for i r , we select triangular fuzzy number and as for , A b , we select the triangular interval value fuzzy number, and establish portfolio investment optimization model. According to the algorithm of solving the fuzzy linear programming model of interval value, we translate it into a common linear programming model. 3) We collect specific data materials of expected return rate, etc. of 4 representative securities in petrochemical engineering and real estate industry, according to the established model, resolve the portfolio investment conditions of investors between savings and the 4 kinds of securities with software programming, and verify reliability and validity of the model.
The result shows that due to uncertainty in various correlation coefficients in securities investment, it makes investment portfolio more flexible, more close to reality and more practice to describe expected return rate, risk loss rate, affordable risk coefficient and other factors influencing investment effect, which plays a good guiding role for institutional organizations or individual investors.
